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 From the President: Spring has finally sprung in our corner of the world, well, 

on the calendar anyways. In the real world of Central Wisconsin, there is usually a 

delay between when spring arrives on the calendar and when it finally does get 

here for real. The good news though is the snow left early this 

year, so we get to enjoy another month of no snow on the 

ground. Let’s just hope it doesn’t change its mind and return 

later in the month. 

There are a lot of things that are going to happen in the club this 

year and maybe even into next year that will change the status of 

things at the field, and I will touch on them briefly here. Please see my full article 

in this edition of the newsletter. The first thing we are planning this spring will be 

adding on to our existing storage shed to accommodate the summer storage of our 

new mower that we added last summer to mow the field with. The shed is large 

enough to handle the mower and all the things we store now, but it is not high 

enough to drive the mower in comfortably.  



Our plan is to raise the roof up about two and one half feet, and add more tin to the 

space around the sides. The cost of this project won’t be that bad, although lumber 

prices have skyroceted this year due to a supply and demand issue. We don’t need 

that much lumber to do this anyway, but even the little we need will be more costly 

than usual. We already have a plan on what to do, and hope to get that done by the 

end of April this year. 

The other big change coming either this summer or for sure next summer will be 

the replacement of the culvert by the entrance gate and the moving of our entrance 

road to along the east fenceline and removal of our current entrance road. Once 

that happens, we will not be allowed to drive to our field except on the new 

entrance road along the east fenceline.  

The old road will get torn up and crops will be planted where it was. I suspect that 

both the culvert replacement and the road replacement will happen together when 

they do happen. After talking with the landowners this spring about the shed 

addition we are doing, they informed me of these plans, but we already knew from 

them this was coming from talks we had with them a few years back. See my 

article in this newsletter for more information about this also.  

The other big news for me anyway, is I finished the mechanical build of my new 

Trex 500X helicopter, have all the electronics installed, have the controller set up, 

and have taken a few flights with it in late March. That machine will be a great 

new addition for my fleet this year, but is just a replacement for my old Trex 

500GF model that I wrecked last year.  

The old 500 flew great with its flybarred head, but the new one is flybarless and 

will fly even better. I can adjust the controller input settings when I want, from 

mild to wild in a just a few minutes whenever I want to change its flying style. It 

still needs a tweak or two, but I was happy with the initial flights.You have to love 

the advancement of the electronics in this hobby these days. 

Lets have our April club meeting again on Google Meet on April 7th, and try to 

have the May meeting at the field or Google Meet if the weather is bad in May yet. 

Plan for our summer club meetings at the field as other years weather permitting. 

Hopefully we will all have our vacinations by then, and we can kind of return to a 

normal schedule. That all I have this month, see my article about changes coming 

and watch for your meeting invitation on Google Meet. 

Don 

 



  

 

 
Upcoming Area Events 

 

If anyone hears about any up coming events, please let me know. (Rick Ida) 

 

Also, check out our Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/groups/124394500927324  

 

 

 
 

River Valley Flyers Monthly Meeting Notice: 
 

The monthly meeting?  Stay tuned for email updates! 

 

Website:  www.RiverValleyFlyers.org  

 

 

Eagle Tree Announcement 

After nearly 18 years of having fun with fellow pilots, Eagle Tree will 

be closing.   We will continue to take orders via our web shop (for 

in-stock items) through September 30, 2020.     Warranty service will 

continue through October 31, 2020.   

  

For warranty service or other inquiries, please open a web ticket 

with us at http://ticket.eagletreesystems.com/  or email us 

at support@eagletreesystems.com 

We’d like to thank our many friends and customers who have 

supported us over the years.   Be safe and stay well. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/124394500927324
http://www.rivervalleyflyers.org/
http://ticket.eagletreesystems.com/
http://support@eagletreesystems.com/


Changes Coming to RVF Flying Site in 2021-2022 

In the summer of 2020, our club received a very generous donation of a 

riding mower to use for our weekly field mowing. Thank You Rick 

Clark for the use of that wonderful riding tractor. We then added a 

bagging system to it and had it ready for use in mid summer of 2020. 

Thanks also to Bob O. for getting the mower up and running and 

installing the bagging system on the mower in 2020.  

In 2016, we built a low storage area at the field to store the equipment 

we had at that time. We built that storage area low when we built it back 

then, to avoid it being an obstacle for the airplanes to run into. With the 

addition of the mower, it would be nice to be able to park the mower in 

there out of the weather after use. We tarped the mower behind the shed 

after use last season, but that involved a careful strategy of tarping and 

untarping so the wind wouldn’t blow off the tarp between usage.  

This year we would like to modify the shed by raising the roof up about 

2.5 feet so we can comfortably drive the mower in, get off the mower 

and close the door on the shed. This will involve a bit of work, but I 

think it can be modified for under $200, as long as the labor is free. 

Below is a picture of our shed as it currently sits, and we will be adding 

about two and a half feet to the height, with the shed footprint staying 

the same at 8x12 feet. 

 



Plans are in the works to get that done in the second half of April, and 

when the mower returns to the field in early May, we can drive it in 

there. This is one of the projects in the works this year. 

After talking with our landowners in early March to get permission to 

modify the storage shed, they informed me of their intentions in the next 

year or two with the entrance road moving and culvert replacement 

across the creek. This project has been in the works for a few years, and 

we were informed about it back in 2017 or 2018 sometime, but had not 

had any updates since then until now.  

The culvert will be replaced because the person who farms the land (not 

the landowner) needs a wider bridge to get his big equipment across than 

with the current culvert width. I also think that the current culvert is 

narrow, and also quite old, and does need to be replaced with a more 

solid and wider one. The road to our flying site will also be moved to 

follow the east fenceline of the property and then turn west and dump 

into our current parking area about where the corner of the four acres we 

rent for our field starts, or by the white post is where it will turn west.  

So looking at the picture below, we will not be turning left on the road 

when we enter, but will have to follow the fenceline on the east side 

when heading north to the flying site, then turning west to the parking 

area at our property line. 

 



This will be done to accommodate the farming operations out there and 

make a large field with less turning around for him with his equipment.  

The landowners will build the road  higher through the low spots with 

drainage so we won’t get stuck driving in, however I still expect it to get 

somewhat soft in spots like the old road gets during heavy rains or the 

spring melt. Once the new road is built, the old one will be plowed under 

and we will not be able to use it anymore.  

The one concern that I had from the first time I heard about this project 

is what is this going to cost, as heavy equipment doesn’t operate for 

nothing, and what part are we expected to cover. After talking with our 

landowners in March, I came away with a better feeling of what we are 

responsible for and perhaps a path forward to get this done.  

Looking at the funds we have on hand in our Treasury, I think we can 

get through this without having to break the bank too bad. I think this 

small investment will guarantee our continued use of this site for years 

to come plus improve our access to the flying site.  

We have always had a good relationship with our landowners, and I 

expect that to continue into the future years.  

We have a great spot to fly model aircraft, and I hope we can continue 

using this field for many, many, years to come. I will discuss the details 

of this one on one with anyone who wants to hear them, or at the next 

club meetings. That’s all I have for now on this, see me if you have more 

questions.    

Don D.   

RVF Club President 

 

 



Add Flaps to your Foam Warbird 
Model Airplane News 

 

Kick your foam warbird up a notch by adding flaps! The 

techniques shown here upgrade a P-47 Thunderbolt that has 

optional functional flaps (an upgrade available on many small 

electrics). The flap outlines are already molded into the wing so 

it’s easy to figure out where the flaps belong. Here’s how to install 

them: 

YOU’LL NEED: 

The first thing to do is to collect the required gear and materials. 

•  Two micro servos 

•  $5 worth of hardware to make the pushrod linkages, 

clevises and control horns 

•  Razor saw 

•  Sandpaper 

https://www.modelairplanenews.com/how-to-add-flaps-to-your-foam-warbird/
https://www.modelairplanenews.com/author/hollyh/


•  Foam-safe silver paint 

•  Foam doubled-sided tape (I use installation tape 

from the local hardware store) 

•  Y-harness (to connect your dual flap servos to the 

receiver)  

 

BEFORE 

 



AFTER Installing functional flaps are easier than you think and 

they’ll give you improved flight performance. 

 

Below: You don’t need much to install working flaps—just 

basic hardware and tools! 

  

 

 

 

1 Start by using a straightedge and lightly cut into the flap hinge 

line on top of the wing. Make a second cut along the hinge line 

under the wing. Don’t try to cut the flap in one pass. Two shallow 

cuts that meet in the middle produce a clearer job. 



 

2 To cut the root end of the flap free of the wing, use a fine-tooth 

razor saw or hacksaw blade. Make the cut vertical and square to 

the end of the flap. 

 

3 Use fine sandpaper and sand the cut edges and end of the flap 

so it is smooth and straight. Remove any “fuzz” left so when it is 

painted it will look clean and smooth. 

 



4 Cut the base off a suitable control horn and then cut a slot into 

the bottom of the flap. Slide the horn in place and use foam-safe 

CA to glue it into place. I used Bob Smith Industries CA and glue 

accelerator. Use it sparingly—just a mist is enough. 

 

5 Use a fine-tip pen and mark the locations of three hinges. To 

install the Robart Hinge Points, use a sharpened length of brass 

tubing to cut/drill the hinge pockets in the foam. 

 

6 Twist and push gently with the tube about 45 degrees to the 

wing. Place your finger on the opposite side of the wing so you 

can feel the tube getting close to the outer surface. Try not to 

push all the way through or you’ll have to use some filler to fill the 

opening. 



 

7 In this photo, the three Robart Hinge Point hinges have been 

glued into place. With the hingepins below the wing (offset 

hinging), the flap moves down and back from the wing. I used 15-

minute epoxy so there is time to align the hinge pins. This allows 

the flap to move without binding. 

 

8 The wing comes with clear tape that covers the aileron servo 

leads. Remove some of the tape so you can place the flap servo 

lead in the same channel. 



 

9 To install the servo, clean the servo pocket in the wing with 

some rubbing alcohol and use a piece of doubled-sided foam 

tape. For the pushrod and clevis linkage, keep it simple and use a 

Z-bend to attach it to the servo arm. This photo shows the servo 

with flap in the up position. 

 

10 Here is the flap in the down position. You’ll have to experiment 

a little to get the position of the servo arm and the hole/linkage 

placement right for the radio you are using. A programmable 

radio comes in handy here so you can precisely adjust the travel 

and endpoints for your flap servos. 



 

11 After the installation is done, lightly spray silver foam-safe 

paint to cover the tape and the exposed foam edges of the flaps. 

A little paint on the servo won’t hurt anything and will help it 

blend in. 

 

12 Here’s the finished wing with the flap in the down position. As 

you can see with the radio’s flap control knob, it is dialed in for 

full down. A twist of the knob brings the flap in the up position for 

normal flying. This modification takes just a couple hours and it is 

easy to do on any type of foam warbird you might have in your 

RC hangar. Give it a try—you’ll love how much better your 

airplane performs! 

 

Reprinted with permission…Model Airplane News 

Subscribe here: https://simplecirc.com/subscribe/model-airplane-news/I0BB05 

 

https://simplecirc.com/subscribe/model-airplane-news/I0BB05


SAFETY REPORT 
Hello anxious aviators, 

 

Yeah I know, everyone is chomping at the bit to git out and fly that first flight. 

Please take a picture of that beautiful flying machine before you attempt that first 

flight cuz it might be your last opportunity to do so! It’s amazing how many planes 

have issues on that first flight for simple reasons. Do a very thorough preflight, 

preferably at home, so you are not tempted to just go anyway since “it looks pretty 

good” what can go wrong?  

You just might find the answer to that question first hand if you hurry the preflight. 

Check every screw you can get to, every fastener and charge the batteries that day 

before you go fly. Have you ever seen, usually just at liftoff, a wheel drop off the 

flying machine? Oh yeah, wheel collars..... Yep, been there, done that! How long 

has it been since you did a range check on your transmitter?  

Just a few thoughts to get your attention before that first flight. 

And now on the lighter side of things, I told you in August and December if I ran 

across more of the SID/STAR publications I’d pass them along. Well here is the 

latest from the Atlanta/Hartsfield -Jackson JEDII TWO arrival, enjoy! 

 



While the Star Wars movie series has ended (spanning 42 years), it is alive and 

well at the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (KATL) on the JEDII 

TWO ARRIVAL (RNAV).  

There are up to 11 Star Wars movies, depending on how you count. The 

original movie (1977) was Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope (NEW HP), 

which was actually the fourth installment of the series. The Jedi (JJEDI) were 

the leaders and peacekeepers of the galaxy, and perhaps the most famous one 

was Luke Skywalker (SKWKR). His sister, Princess Leia Organa (LAYUH), was 

fearless on the battlefield and was attracted to unsavory individuals. 

Then there are the hairy Ewoks (EEWOK), hunter gatherers who looked like 

small teddy bears and lived in arboreal dwellings. We also have the Wookiees 

(WOKIE) who are tall and strong humanoid aliens. The most famous Wookiee 

is Chewbacca or Chewie (CHWEE), a rated co-pilot of the starship Millennium 

Falcon (MELNM). Chewie is lovable and grunts in pleasure and anger as he 

flies (sound familiar?). 

However, the commander of this starship is nowhere to be found on the 

Atlanta Arrival—the scoundrel and smuggler, yet great leader of the Rebel 

Alliance, Han Solo (Harrison Ford).  

 



Just remember, the friendly folks in some area of the FAA who come up with 

these arrival names are the same folks you send your taxes to. Think of it as 

the comic section of the newspaper!  

Blue skies for all, See you at the field, 

Larry Chamberlin, RVFRC  Safety Officer 

 

FOR SALE (let me know when sold - Rick) 

 
FOR SALE 
 
Spad advanced trainer made from Coroplast-almost 
indestructible. YS45 for power, dual aileron servos, ski setup for 
winter flying also. 

 

 
 



 
$125.00 

Tom Marty 

715-340-1708 

ysrcflyer@yahoo.com 

 

 
 
GREMLIN flying wing combat plane. wings are fully sheeted. 
YS45 for power. 

 
$100.00 

Tom Marty 

715-340-1708 
ysrcflyer@yahoo.com 

_____________________________________________ 

mailto:ysrcflyer@yahoo.com
mailto:ysrcflyer@yahoo.com


 

 
I have 2 brand new still in the 

package 1100kv motors 

complete with motor mount 

and prop adapter. I ordered 

them and then found out I 

didn't need them.  

Asking $8 each. 

 

Thanks. 

Don Horne   

 

 

 

 
Hobby Eagle A3-L Stabilizer, 

basic 2D, 3D style.  New, decided 

to use a different brand.  Cost 

about $19.00, asking $10.00 

Thanks 

Rick Ida 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

For Sale Continued… 

 

 
 

FlightLine F7F-3 Tigercat 1600mm (63” wingspan) 

It comes with the upgrade landing gear-not installed 

I fly it with 2-4000mAh 4s batteries. It flies great. Batteries not 

included 

I also have some spare prop blades 

It has Callie Graphics “King of the Cats” graphics 

It is in excellent condition.  

$300 with Admiral Receiver(RX600SP) which has gyro and recovery 

Bob O'Connor oconnorfam1@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:oconnorfam1@gmail.com


 

 

 

Balsa Model Wing Repair Videos 
 

Part 1: 
https://youtu.be/r8pzPGBBu4U?list=PLEhO330DYnDlvRyD0dJAOGlOBgq0E2IxB  
 

Part 2: 
https://youtu.be/z6_zO8cKf2c?list=PLEhO330DYnDlvRyD0dJAOGlOBgq0E2IxB 

 
 

Reprinted with permission…Model Airplane News 

Subscribe here: https://simplecirc.com/subscribe/model-airplane-news/I0BB05 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

Building the FMS Super Cub 67” 3-15-21 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/r8pzPGBBu4U?list=PLEhO330DYnDlvRyD0dJAOGlOBgq0E2IxB
https://youtu.be/z6_zO8cKf2c?list=PLEhO330DYnDlvRyD0dJAOGlOBgq0E2IxB
https://simplecirc.com/subscribe/model-airplane-news/I0BB05


Screw on the Landing gear. 

 

 
 

Insert carbon fiber rod, screw on stabilizer/elevator halfs. 
 

 
Add control wire to horn, install prop & spinner. 
 

 

 
 

Wings push onto a carbon fiber rod, no wires to plugin, connections already 

installed, screw together. Complete plane is screwed together, can be taken 

back apart & put back in original box if needed to transport. 



 

67” wingspan, 4 cell battery, 6” wheels, with flaps. 

River Valley Flyers Model Aircraft Club 
2021 Membership Form 

The “River Valley Flyers” are a model aircraft flying group interested in all aspects of Model 

Aviation and are located in Central Wisconsin. We are a chartered Academy of Model 

Aeronautics [AMA] club. All club members must also be AMA Members. We maintain a flying 

site in southern Portage County in the Township of Grant in the Central Wisconsin area. 

 

 Membership Categories and Dues 

Full Adult Membership.... $50  

Age eighteen years and older by January 1st of the year of application. Includes voting rights and 

club field usage rights.  
 

Family/Group Membership.... $55 

All members covered by a Family/Group Membership must have a direct spouse or offspring 

relationship, Father-Son, Husband –Wife and or Junior Member. Includes voting rights [except 

for junior members] and club field usage rights. 
 

Junior Membership.... $15 

Under age eighteen years old by January 1st of year of application. All junior members need to be 

sponsored by a Full Adult Member even though they are not related by an offspring relationship. 

Includes field usage rights but no voting rights. 
 

Guest Membership.... $30 For someone who belongs to another local club but wishes to access 

our field for flying as well. Includes field usage rights but no voting rights. Must send a copy of 

current AMA and Local Club Membership Cards with application. 

 

 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 

Please bring completed application form below with proof of AMA to RVF meeting or mail to:  

Bob O’Connor 2220 Lovewood Drive Wisconsin Rapids Wisconsin 54494 

Make checks payable to River Valley Flyers (Only Cash or Check Accepted) 

 

Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________ 

City: _______________________________________ Zip: _____________ 

Phone: ______________________ E-Mail__________________________ 

AMA#________________   Membership Category: ___________________ 

Dues Enclosed: ______________________ (Cash or Check Only) 
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